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INTRODUCTION



COMMUNICATION BOOSTERS



Random Input: Story Cubes

STEP 1
Students are given a
topic and a task.
Tasks may be a
writing project,
performance, group
individual, etc.  

STEP 2
Each student rolls a
dice. That student
must incorporate
that eliminate into
the task.  
Optional: Allow students
to make their own dice! 

 

STEP 3
Optional: As the
task progresses, the
teacher (or another
student) rolls an
additional die to add
elements to the
story. 



Random Input: Story Cubes

STEP 4
Students present
their final group
project to the class
or another group of
students.  

 

REMEMBER
Model and practice
expectations for
group work. 



CREATIVE DRAMATICS: ARTICLE "ITS A
RAP" SUMMARIZING

STEP 1
Read the articles about Arts Integration. As you
read, highlight key phrases. 

STEP 2
As a group, pick the top 10 lines. Arrange the 
lines into a 'rap' and write on chart paper. 



CREATIVE DRAMATICS: ARTICLE "ITS A
RAP" SUMMARIZING

STEP 3
Create a performance for your rap. Choreography
and props are encouraged! 

STEP 4
Teach and perform your rap to the group. 



SNAKE OIL

Boardgame
Best for groups of 6+
Quick thinking 
Divergent thinking 

calling all Snake Oil Salespersons! 



THE CARDS
Each team gets 8 cards:  Keep 6
cards and discard 2. 

CREATIVITY
The cards MUST be incorporated
in capacity. You will be
presenting to an audience. 

"LIVING" MUSEUM
Teams will get a set amount of
time to create a living museum 1
team member will be the piece. 

AN AUDIENCE?
Yes! Rockstars, castaways, and
more! Random audience cards
will be drawn, and you must
think on your feet to share your
piece with the audience. 

SNAKE OIL: LIVING MUSEUM
EXPECTATIONS



SNAKE OIL: LIVING MUSEUM
THE FUN

GET INCORPORATING! 

Include all 6-word cards in your design!

Use the art supplies included in your box -
ONLY your box. If you need other items ...
exchange items from another team. 

MUST keep working until time is called. 

 



FINAL THOUGHTS
Enjoy and participate with your students.
There should be laughter, smiles, and
conversation.
Presentation is very important. Do not skip
this step. 
Set a timer to stay on track. 
Let go of perfection - remember process not
product. Progress, not perfection. 
Have fun and enjoy the journey. 



RESOURCES

Creating a Pathway for Teaching

Engaging Most Challenging

Does Art Education Matter?

Articles: 
Sparking Students Uncommon Genuis 
Celebration of Art Education

Student Resources

Resources 1: Mary

Resources 2: Hayden

Resources 3: Leah

https://stefaniemckoy.files.wordpress.com/2022/03/duma_2018_artsintegrationcreativeteaching.pdf
https://stefaniemckoy.files.wordpress.com/2022/03/iamarino_2018_engaginourmostchallengingstudentsfinearts-1.pdf
https://stefaniemckoy.files.wordpress.com/2022/03/goodwin_2018_doesartseducationmatter-1.pdf
https://stefaniemckoy.files.wordpress.com/2022/03/tomlinson_2018_sparkingstudentsuncommongenius.pdf
https://stefaniemckoy.files.wordpress.com/2022/03/tomlinson_2018_sparkingstudentsuncommongenius.pdf
https://stefaniemckoy.files.wordpress.com/2022/03/finch_date_celebrationartseducation.pdf
https://stefaniemckoy.files.wordpress.com/2022/03/mary_strategies-for-creative-thinkers-assignment.pdf
https://stefaniemckoy.files.wordpress.com/2022/03/hayden_strategies-for-creative-thinkers-assignment.pdf
https://stefaniemckoy.files.wordpress.com/2022/03/leah_strategies-for-creative-thinkers-assignment2.pdf
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slgordon@uark.edu
417.496.8783
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